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is quite inevitably his It is not his

expected what he nted, but I wanted in respect to what
that

he is doing,that is,God is the m one who has brought all this to pass.As the result of it

either he is prospering ax in regard to or that he is

able, and able to actSo that as far as this particular

verse is concerned, " between the two possible uses of the hiphil here it

does 'nt affect the sense. The great stress .n the whole verse on the Divine

causation makes the thought of this particular verse clear. Now it would be

interesting to know whether the use of the word does affect -, but it

does not affect the total meaning of this verse. Now this verse might have been

in fact tremendously important in interpretation of this verse. In this case

I have not looked it up. I probably ought to, but I have not felt it necessary
so

to, because the whole verse makes it/clear/ that whichever way you take

the meaming of the verse is actually Mr. Mackey, do you have
suggestion?

any further Yes, .. . 50% that,does that answer your question?

I don't think there is any thing in this verse ± about the particular
the

agency or/individual thought of the person w1 is involved. The Divine sorrjIgnty

is here stressed. The fact that God has exercised the thought specifically in

connection with this one. Now this could be a prediction that God is going to

cause that the servant of the Lf.rd does accomplish his work. Godhas established

it, He has spoken it, He called it., }brought him in, He is going to accomplish it.

The verse could describe the servant of the Lord that way, and the fact that

the next passage 4ia right on talking about the servant of the Lord, or probably

the servant of the Lord talking would suggest that a strong possibility. O

the other hand the verse before is so clearly talking about the !rd's destruction

of the Babylonians, and this has been so clearly brought out in the several

preious jicx being done through the ages of
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